Welcome to UC Berkeley by Phone!

Interested in exploring the campus on your own terms and want to learn more about what you are seeing? It’s easy! Use your cell phone and this guide to visit the places that embody the spirit of California. To begin:

Call: (510) 550-7599
Enter: Site number (i.e. 1), then press (#)

Experience the campus on a personal level—with just you, information at your fingertips, and the campus at your feet.

1 California Memorial Stadium  Built in 1923, California Memorial Stadium is home to many athletic events including Cal Football home games.

2 Haas School of Business  Learn more about the top-ranked graduate and undergraduate programs offered at the Walter A. Haas School of Business.

3 Krober Plaza  The School of Law, the Department of Art Practice and the Department of Anthropology border this location.

4 Wurster Hall & Hertz Hall  The home of the College of Environmental Design and the Department of Music, respectively, cannot be missed by anyone interested in the arts.

5 Faculty Glade  Enjoy the beautiful setting of the Faculty Club, designed by renowned local architect Bernard Maybeck. Maybe you’ll even spot a Nobel Laureate on site!

6 South Hall  See the oldest building on campus, built in 1873.

7 Dwinelle Plaza  Located between Dwinelle Hall and Wheeler Hall, this plaza is the hub of Berkeley’s nationally ranked humanities programs.

8 The Campanile/Sather Tower  Hear about our 307-foot tower and its 61-bell carillon. If you have time, ride to the top for a spectacular view of the campus, San Francisco Bay and the Berkeley hills.

9 College of Chemistry  Visit the college that aided in the discovery of 16 atomic elements, including Berkelium and Californium.

10 Hearest Memorial Mining Circle  Explore the cutting-edge research and grand history located in this area of campus.

11 Cory Hall  Learn more about the incredible computer science programs offered in close proximity to Silicon Valley.

12 Engineering  Discover numerous nationally ranked departments within the College of Engineering.

13 Evans Hall  Home to the paramount departments of mathematics, statistics and economics.

14 Memorial Glade  Come see where students lounge, study and play in the heart of campus.

15 California Hall  This building is home to the Chancellor’s office and was an important location during the Free Speech Movement.

16 College of Natural Resources  This college integrates the biological, social and physical sciences to address environmental issues.

17 Valley Life Sciences Building  This three-acre building houses several research museums, dinosaur fossils and our two largest biology departments.

18 Safety & Security  Find out about the methods that the University’s own police department employs to keep campus safe.

19 Haas Pavilion  Visit the home of the basketball, volleyball and gymnastics teams and learn more about Cal’s tradition of athletic excellence.

20 Tang Center  Discover the health-related resources available to students at the University.

21 Residence Halls  This is one of many residence halls housing students at the University. Berkeley offers several options for first-year and continuing students.

22 Sprour Plaza & Sather Gate  In the heart of campus, see and feel the vibrance of daily life at Berkeley.
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